Previously Rostered Players/Got Soccer Tracking

US Youth defines a Previously Rostered player as any player who has been rostered to
another team during the same seasonal year in any fashion and then transfers to any other team.
Got Soccer does not track this information as easily or clearly as our old system did. The
information is there, but does not appear on the official FYSA state roster with (*) as it did the
last 2 years. We are working with Got Soccer to provide the team account with this information,
but that will not happen for this year’s State Cup; however, your club Registrar can view for each
player, their registration history for this seasonal year.
State Cup rules require that for a team to maintain eligibility they may have no more than 5
previously rostered players on their team when they name their roster (roster freeze). To assist
teams in determining player’s status, club registrars will need to look at several things in the team
account at the club level, and advise their teams which players are previously rostered.
Here is an example of a team account, while this shows entries from the team list, and it is
possible that not all of these players were placed on the team’s official state roster, registrars can
look into the player accounts and see if a player was on another team this seasonal year.

By opening the player account, there is the history of team transactions. Since a player has to be
on a team list to be on a roster, a registrar can look at a player’s team history and see if they could
be considered previously rostered this seasonal year.

By looking at the example above, Donald is currently on the Rangers. Since Rangers is in blue, it
is a team within the club. The previous team was “Suspended” it is in black since it was at
another club. Below is the screen shot of the lower part of the team history section.

We can see that Donald was added to Testy Yellow then removed, and placed on the
Suspended team at another club, then came back to the Rangers. He is a previously

rostered player for the Rangers. If he goes back to the TestyYellow team he will be
considered previously rostered on that team since he has been on another team’s roster.
Got Soccer tracks transactions from year to year. Since FYSA only began using it this
year, a player will not have team history from prior years, and the date a player went onto
a team may be from the previous seasonal year. See screen shot below.

Since State Cup is the only FYSA Sponsored event that has a requirement regarding
previously rostered status, registrars should assist their teams by looking at each player
record that is on a state cup team’s roster, and advise the team if they have more than 5
previously rostered players.
This information is all pulled from the team list. If any registrar wants further
confirmation on a player’s previous rostered status, then please contact state registrar
Linda Lathrop for confirmation.

